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Abstract. Nowadays, most industries utilize information systems to store data. Process mining is a
technique commonly used to analyze data. It proceeds by discovering a process model from event
logs, from which, additionally, the process model’s main flows can be found. Creating a simulation
model normally is not easy. In order to convert it from the process model, pre-processing of the event
logs is necessary. In this step, we calculated the distribution type and all of the parameters, and later,
we obtained, as combined with the process model, the structural simulation model. Afterwards, to
improve the port logistics process by CPN simulation, we exported the process model to Colored
Petri-Nets (CPN) using the CPN Tools Export plug-in in the ProM framework.
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Introduction

In port logistics, there are three main flows: discharging, loading and transshipment. The discharging and
loading flows, both of which entail handling of containers after a vessel anchors at the dock, have limited
time windows. Thus, it is essential that containers be moved quickly, to which end, it is necessary to
employ an efficient container handling method. Efficient container handling requires, in turn, that the type
and number of equipment specific to each flow be accurately determined. In general, when a container is
discharged (i.e. unloaded) from a vessel to the yard, a yard crane, reach stacker and top handler are used
in the yard; when a container is loaded from the yard to a vessel, a gantry crane is used at the dock. And
while containers are moved from vessel to yard, from yard to yard, and from yard to vessel, yard trucks
are used. All of this makes for very complex port logistics processes.
Over the past five years, as the volume of port traffic has rapidly grown, ports and port logistics have
been obliged to ensure that they can determine and find the optimal equipment when needed. In the
present study, in order to improve the efficiency of port logistics, we utilized CPN Tools[1], a simulation
tool in the open-source ProM[2] framework that uses Colored Petri-Nets (CPN)[3]. This simulation
method, employing a process model derived from event logs, is a very useful and easy means of
conversion to simulation models. It has already been used to analyze a Dutch municipality process [4], a
private university’s procurement process [5], and liability claims within an insurance company [6], among
other projects. Our own recent study was the first to apply such a methodology to the analysis of port
logistics [7]. There, we derived the simulation method to test its utility in finding the proper operational
settings for port logistics in consideration of yard trucks and a simpler process model. In the present study,
we added a new variable — gantry cranes — and a more complex process model and used a more exact
event-execution distribution.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the research background and propose the
present methodology, respectively. Section 4 discusses the experiment, and finally, section 5 draws
conclusions.
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2.1

Background

Overview of port logistics system

The port logistics process entails discharging, gate-out, gate-in, loading, and transshipment, as shown in
Figure 1. When a container is moved and handled, the port logistics system stores the pertinent
information, such as the name of equipment, the start time and end time, in a database. The port planner
makes plans for the use of equipment every time a ship arrives; that is, he determines, based on previous
experience, the type and number of equipment and predicts the productivity. However, he can err in his
decisions on the numbers of equipment. For example, if the number of yard trucks in the discharging
process is insufficient, the waiting time of gantry cranes will increase. Such problems have significantly
negative impacts on the efficiency and profitability of port logistics.

Figure 1: Port logistics landscape

2.2

Process Mining

Process mining [8], which combines data mining and business process management, is an effective means
of extracting useful data from information systems. After identifying an event as a process instance,
process mining can obtain each trace to analyze various attributes [9, 10], and expresses the relationship
between events as a process model. For such purposes, Heuristic miner [11] and Fuzzy miner [12]
typically are employed. Heuristic miner is a method for representing a larger flow than the threshold by
calculating the dependency value between events; it then represents the final result in the form of a
dependency graph of the event log. Fuzzy miner, meanwhile, is a means of expressing a model using the
significance values of events. According to events’ importance based on a cutoff level of significance,
fuzzy miner can represent a complex process model.
In the present study, to input the process models to CPN Tools, we discovered the dependency graph from
event logs using ProM, converted it to Petri-Nets, and input the Petri-Nets to the CPN Tools using the
CPN export plug-in in ProM. The CPN Tools, based on CPN, are simulation tools for modeling,
simulation and improvement of models. In the simulation, we calculated the working-time distribution of
each type of equipment, its number, and other parameters.

3

Methodology

Our methodology consists of three steps, as shown in Figure 2. First, we extract the real event log from
the port logistics system and then discover the process models using Heuristic miner [11]. Second, the
working-time distribution of each type of equipment is calculated along with the probability values of
each source point having several branches; then, the Heuristic model is converted to Petri-Nets in order to
input the latter to the CPN Tools; third and finally, the model is simulated using CPN Tools to find its
best configuration. The simulation result can later be used to derive a better configuration for assignment
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of yard trucks and gantry cranes according to the magnitude of vessel loading/discharging. In our
previous study [7] with a simpler process model, we considered only yard truck size variation and just
three types of equipment, which were yard truck, gantry crane and yard crane. In the present study, not
only yard trucks but gantry cranes were also considered, and the data size was three times larger.

Figure 2: Methodology used in this study

4

4.1

Case study

Event logs

Table 1 shows the port logistics information system’s event logs for the respective containers. The table
includes the following four column types: Case ID (i.e., the serial number of a container); Activity (i.e.
the job type), Timestamps (i.e. Start Time and End Time); Attribute (i.e., Equipment and Container Type).
The total number of containers was 13,954 and the total period was 663,360s (around 8 days),
representing the port logistics operation for one vessel.
Table 1: Extracted port logistics data used in our experiments
Case
ID

Activity

13
13
13
135
135
135
…

Discharging\Gantry Crane
Discharging\Yard Truck
Discharging\Yard Crane
Loading\Reach Stacker
Loading\Yard Truck
Loading\Gantry Crane
…

4.2

Timestamps
Start Time

End Time

2015-07-07 05:34:00
2015-07-07 5:34:00
2015-07-07 5:41:00
2015-07-03 10:36:00
2015-07-03 10:19:00
2015-07-03 10:19:00
…

2015-07-07 5:36:00
2015-07-07 5:41:00
2015-07-07 5:44:00
2015-07-03 10:37:00
2015-07-03 10:48:00
2015-07-03 10:48:00
…

Attributes
Equipment
GC05
YT06
YC26
RS02
GC02
YT16

…

Container
Type
Reefer
Reefer
Reefer
General
General
General
…

Initial process model

We discovered the process model using Heuristic miner [11], as shown in Figure 3. As explained briefly
in Section 2.2, Heuristic miner uses the dependency value to evaluate the inter-events relation. For
example, DISCHARGINGYARD_TRUCK to DISCHARGINGTOP_HANDLER has a dependency
value of 0.989. This is a higher value than the default setting of 0.9. The process model shown in Figure 3
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can be acquired using this dependency setting. The discharging process entails unloading of containers
from the vessel to the port using gantry cranes as well as moving of containers to the yard area using yard
trucks. Subsequently, in general, the yard cranes move the containers from yard trucks to the yard, and
sometimes, reach stackers and top handlers also are used to stock the containers in the yard. Likewise, in
the loading process, in order to load the containers to the vessel, yard cranes, top handlers and reach
stackers are used to move them from the yard to yard trucks, after which yard trucks move them to the
vessel. Finally, gantry cranes load the containers into the vessel.

Figure 3: Heuristic mining result in ProM

5

5.1

Configuration and experimental results

Simulation model configuration

In order to take advantage of CPN Tools, the Heuristic model was converted to Petri-Nets using the CPN
Export plug-in in ProM, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Conversion to Petri-Nets model
Due to the characteristics of port logistics, the starting time of an activity is recorded when an ignition
sign is turned on. Sometimes a port worker initiates multiple activities at a same time. In such cases, the
respective working times need to be calculated in a different way. For example, and as indicated in Figure
5, we find the same start time for yard trucks and gantry cranes. We therefore obtain the working time of
each activity by subtracting the “end time of the next work” by the “end time of the previous work.” For
example, working time of a6, accordingly, is (t7 – t5).

Figure 5: Working time of gantry crane
Initially, the types and total numbers of equipment in the data were as follows: 78 yard trucks, 28 yard
cranes, 2 top handlers, 4 reach stackers, and 11 gantry cranes. However, when we looked at the average
types and numbers of working equipment per hour, we found the following configuration, as plotted in
Figure 6: 37 yard trucks, 13 yard cranes, 1 top handler, 1 reach stacker, and 4 gantry cranes. Later, we
would use this configuration for our simulation-environment settings.

Figure 6: Types and number of working equipment based on time
The working time of each type of equipment is plotted in Figure 7. The details of the simulation
configuration are as follows: case generation having an exponential distribution with the mean value of
33.606; Gantry Crane (GC) execution time having an exponential distribution with the mean value of
79.345; Reach Stacker (RS) execution time having a normal distribution with the mean value of 53.222
and a variance of 2752.2; Top Handler (TH) execution time having an exponential distribution with the
mean value of 45.604; Yard Crane (YC) execution time having an exponential distribution with the mean
value of 38.256; Yard Truck (YT) execution time having an exponential distribution with the mean value
of 74.847.
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Figure 7: Distribution of each equipment type
Table 2 shows the probability values of each source point having several branches. For example, a Start
activity has a branching point with frequency and percentage values, respectively, as follows: Discharging
Gantry Crane (8,052, 0.577), Loading Yard Crane (5,099, 0.366), Loading Top Handler (561, 0.040),
Loading Reach Stacker (242, 0.017). The remaining activities’ branching points are specified similarly to
the Start activity.
Table 2: Excerpt probability values of each source point
From
Start

Discharging Yard Crane

…

To
Discharging Gantry Crane
Loading Yard Crane
Loading Top Handler
Loading Reach Stacker
End
Loading Yard Crane
Discharging Yard Crane
Loading Top Handler
Loading Reach Stacker
…

Frequency

Percent
8,052
5,099
561
242
5,770
1,609
950
129
27
…

0.577
0.366
0.040
0.017
0.680
0.190
0.112
0.015
0.003
…

The CPN model has a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 8. It consists of (a) an Overview page, (b)
an Environment page, and (c) a Process page. The Overview page displays the overall simulation
environment, which consists of the Environment and the Process. The Environment page creates the
token and assigns the resources to each required activity. The Process page, resembling the Petri-Nets
model in Figure 4 (a converted version of the original process model in Figure 3), indicates the
probability values of each source point having several branches as well as the distribution of each
activity's execution time.
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Figure 8: Hierarchical structure of CPN model

5.2

Experimental scenario and results
Table 3: Port logistics simulation result
Yard trucks

Numbers of
Equipment

Gantry cranes

25

30

35

37

40

3

9,165

8,754

9,112

8,672

9,086

4

13,351

13,246

13,131

13,149

13,070

5

17,246

17,475

17,224

17,524

17,201

6

18,237

18,246

17,993

18,079

17,861

7

17,917

17,894

18,090

17,964

17,886

This simulation was run in 663,360 seconds. The total simulation time was not modified, because it had
already reflected the time distribution of the token’s handling. As indicated in Table 3, we varied the
numbers of equipment according to the gantry crane combinations 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and yard truck
combinations 25, 30, 35, 37, and 40. We employed the following constant numbers of equipment: 13 yard
cranes, 1 reach stacker, and 1 top handler. Since each container had a predefined schedule and location,
the equipment (YC, RS, TH) had to correspond, and thus could not be changed. In the simulation, the
same equipment numbers were used, which is to say, 4 gantry cranes, 1 reach stacker, 1 top handler, and
13 yard cranes, with actual data. In the simulation result, for the same setting as the real data (4 gantry
cranes, and 37 yard trucks), the simulated throughput was 13,149. Since the real throughput of containers
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was 13,954, we can say that the difference between the two models was about 5.8% (805). The
experiment was repeated 25 times, varying the number of yard trucks and gantry cranes. In the result, the
best throughput, 18,246, was achieved with 6 gantry cranes and 30 yard trucks.

6

Conclusion

Every port logistics process, as subject to various conditions, is highly complex. Thus, simulation is
required in order to find the best equipment configuration when a vessel arrives at a port. To that end,
process mining, which can discover the process model for each vessel and easily convert it to a simulation
model, thus avoiding the otherwise high cost of simulation, is now available.
We obtained data from actual port logistics and ran a simulation for 13,954 containers considering many
different types of equipment such as yard trucks, yard cranes, top handlers, reach stackers, and gantry
cranes. We found that using the proposed method, we could reduce the time needed to build the
simulation model, and we could determine the best configuration of gantry cranes and yard trucks.
In further work, in order to achieve more realistic simulation, we will incorporate the waiting time and
type and number of equipment perspectives as well as additional conditions relevant to port logistics. We
expect that if the proper domain knowledge is possessed, we will be able to determine the most efficient
equipment combinations.
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